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Welcome to 35 A, B, C and D Thor Street, InnalooOffering sophisticated inner city living within the vibrant suburb of

Innaloo, Santelli Building Co presents distinctive and innovative contemporary design in these low maintenance BRAND

NEW designer townhouses. Perfectly positioned and only footsteps away from Birralee Park and Yuluma Primary School

you will be spoiled by the surrounding dining and entertainment options, pristine west coast beaches and the convenience

of nearby public transport.    Featuring trendy finishes and drenched in natural light these well designed residences offer

impressive voids with statement feature lighting, two separate living areas, large open plan design and on some a choice of

dual courtyards. A custom kitchen is centred at the heart of the home and is perfect for entertaining with a huge island

bench while the surrounding expansive living zone features beautiful timber floors which seamlessly transition to the

alfresco via large doors, allowing the outside and inside to be truly fused together. Set over two spacious levels, retreat

upstairs where accommodation comprises of 4 bedrooms, including the luxurious master bedroom with ensuite and

designer wardrobes featuring crafted wooden cabinetry. Showcasing excellence throughout the bathrooms feature

impressive tiling, oversized glass showers and modern vanities with quality fixtures and fittings.These highly refined and

beautifully appointed townhouses encompass a unique energy offering space, serenity and security. With natural tones,

clean lines and close proximity to superb parks, excellent schools, Stirling Train Station, cosmopolitan shopping centres

and immaculate beaches each townhouse is a glamorous urban oasis offering a calm and restful retreat within a brilliant

lifestyle location.  Key Features:* 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom townhouse (Note: Unit D - 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom)* Light filled,

spacious open plan design with two separate living areas * Contemporary kitchen featuring stone benchtops, double

undermount sink, premium stainless steel appliances including  oven/dishwasher 4 burner gas hotplate* Glamorous

master retreat with designer wooden wardrobes and sleek en-suite featuring freestanding bath * Generous sized

bedrooms * Large laundry with direct outdoor access and separate water closet  * Secure double garage with storage and

shoppers entranceAdditional Features:  * Zoned controlled ducted heating and cooling system * Landscaped gardens *

Security alarm system * No Strata LeviesLocation Highlights: (all distances are approx.)* Walk to tranquil Birralee Park

and Yuluma Oval* Walk to St Dominic’s and Yuluma Primary School  * A skip to The Saint George Hotel and Morris Fresh

IGA * Walk to Cup & Co and Brighton Fish and ChipsWith spacious interiors and a light and bright feel this is a truly

unique opportunity to be part of a highly sought after & elevated pocket in Innaloo. For more information or details about

the offer process please call the Hart Brothers today to register your interest.Please note photos are of Unit C.Dan Hart –

0419 944 652Peter Hart – 0409 294 128  


